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Examples of Phenomena Unexplainable 
by Evolution 

God created man for his own fellowship and to obey his 
will, and only through that obedience could the fellow
ship be maintained.1 

-Encyclopaedia Britalll'lica, "Genesis" 

Powerhouse for the Cell 
As you read these lines, a hundred thousand billion tiny 

chemical-electric motors are on duty in your body. They are 
the mitochondria which operate quietly and efficiently to pro
vide energy in the cells. A mitochondrion is often called the 
"powerhouse of the cell."2 

We live in a day of miniaturization. Engineers design smaller 
and smaller batteries, engines, and controls for use in space
craft and elswhere. Consider, then, the mitochondrion. Within 
the space of one inch, you could line up more than 5,000 of 
these microscopic organelles, or specialized parts of cells. 3 

1 Encyclopaedia Britannica ( 1967), s.v. "Genesis." The statement quoted gives 
God's purpose as understood from the book of Genesis. 

2 David E. Green, "The Mitochondrion," Scientific American, Vol. 210, (Janu
ary, 1964), pp. 63-74. 

3 Evolutionary attempts to account for mitochondria have led to a widely ac
cepted hypothesis that they were formerly separate organisms which eventually 
in some mysterious way took up symbiotic residence in the cells of eucaryotes, 
which are cells containing several specialized organelles. ( Eucaryotic cells com
prise almost all the more complex organisms. Procaryotes include bacteria and 
blue-green algae. [Alternate spelling: eukaryotes, prokaryotes.]) Mitochondria 
contain a circular DNA molecule and some "70-S' ribosomes. Using data by 
Watson, however, it can be calculated that this mitochondrial DNA is only about 
1/10 of the amount required for the smallest theoretical living entity. Also, 
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214 Evolution: Possible or Impossible? 

Mitochondria are highly efficient. They use an exceedingly 
complex system to extract energy from food by an elaborate 
electron-transfer chain. They store energy in chemical "storage 
batteries, " the molecules known as A TP (adenosine triphos
phate). The use of A TP for energy "has proved to be an ab
solutely universal feature of living cells."4 

Since it has become clear how limited chance is in ability 
to produce order, in this chapter attention will be called to 
;ust a few of the marvels of order existing abundantly in life 
about and within us. (Thousands more could be included if 
space allowed. An excellent book rich with such examples is 
Freel John Meldau's Why We Believe in Creation, Not in Evo
lution, Denver: Christian Victory Press, 1959. This book is 
timeless because its principles will continue to be applicable, 
though it may be difficult to find.) 

A Bird That Found Its Way Home 3,200 Miles in 
Twelve and One-Half Days 

A small ocean-going bird called the Manx shearwater nests 
in the sand on islands off the coast of Wales. Some shearwaters 
were banded, put in a crate inside an airplane, and flown to 
the United States. These birds have not been known to frequent 
the U.S. east coast. 

Let's read the outcome: 

Manx shearwaters which were removed from their nest
ing burrows in 'Vales returned successfully from release 
points outside their normal range . .. .  One of these birds, 
released at Boston, Massachusetts, returned to its nest 3,200 
miles away in 12 days and 12.5 hoursP 

The account went on to say that the bird probably had to 
fly at right angles to its normal direction of migration, and that 

as \Vatson and numerous others have pointed out, certain vital components 
of mitochondria apparently must he coded in the regular DNA of the cell's 
nucleus and then synthesized on tht: cytoplasmic 80-S ribosomes outside of the 
mitochondria. Nlitochondria (and also chloroplasts) grow by lengthening and 
a fission process, but outside of cells they have not been made to grow and divide. 
(James Watson, !l•fvlecular Biology of tl1e Gene, :2nd ed. [Menlo Park, Calif.: 
W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1970], pp. 520, 521.) 

The specialized complexity and interlocking dependency of mitochondria with 
other cell processes show the inadequacy of this thc'Ory of their origin, which was 
required only because of evolutionary overview. The same is true of chloroplasts, 
which similarly contain DNA and ribosomes. 

4 Philip Handler, eel., Biology and the Future of Man (New York: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1970), p. 93. 

G Encyclopaedia Britannica ( 1967), s.v. "migration." 
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the 250 miles per day average speed suggested it took the 
shortest possible route! 

Dr. G. V. T. Matthews of Cambridge University 

credits birds with . . .  ability to estimate the sun's arc accu
rately. He claims for them the equivalent of a sextant and 
a chronometer running on "home time. " With these they can 
learn their geographical location anywhere on earth.6 

Anyone doubting that birds possess these instinctive skills 
"is left with the difficult task of proposing an alternative, 
simpler explanation " for the Manx shearwaters' demonstrated 
ability we have described, says the Audubon Nature Encyclo
paedia.7 

The wisest of men could never find his way, without charts 
and mechanical instruments and training, across 3,000 miles of 
open ocean, starting from a place thousands of miles from any
where he had ever gone before, and in a short time locate an 
exact spot on a small specific island. 

The reader may be aware that an extensive study of this 
phenomenon has been made by many other scientists. There is 
even strong evidence that some birds navigate by the moon, 
a more difficult feat, and some apparently use the north star 
and stellar constellations in navigating. Bats, on the other hand, 
can navigate blindfolded. 

Feathers and Eggshells 
There is no way chance mutations could have brought about 

the development of feathers. Each is a masterpiece of engineer
ing. The center shaft has barbs projecting from each side. Then, 
smaller barbules protrude from both sides of the barbs. From 
these barbules, microscopic barbicels project, like tiny hooklets. 
In some species there are more than a million barbicels in one 
feather. 

The hooks of the barbicels fasten neatly onto the neighbor
ing barbules, and this makes a tightly woven vane, as the 
entire feather is called. If the barbs get pulled apart, the bird 
can hook them back together merely by preening or running 
its beak through the feathers! You can do this yourself. 

u Audubon Nature Encyclopaedia, "Animal: Navigation," Vol. 1 (New York: 
Curtis Publishing Co., 1965), p. 89. 

7 Ibid. We recall the emotional experience of watching on film as scientists 
nightly checked the nesting burrow and the excitement as they recovered the 
weary traveler and verified the band number. The small bird looked quite normal. 
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Consider the chances of this developing naturally. A feather 
would be of no help for flying until completed. It would be 
in the way. When one understands the complex precision of 
a feather's design, it is amusing to consider evolutionary claims 
that feathers evolved from reptile scales! 

To obtain a bird by chance mutations, one would have to 
overcome the odds against feathers, computed along with the 
improbability of occurrence of all the other marvelous abilities 
birds would need in order to operate successfully at all. The 
size of the resulting odds would be a figure that would more 
than fill the cosmos. (George Gamow estimated that a little 
over 10106 grains of sand would perhaps fill the universe.R On 
that basis, we could calculate that the number 10116 would 
be more than sufficient to fill all cosmic space if printed on 
thin paper. That is a figure with 116 zeroes.) 

Evolution cannot explain the origin of the mysterious syn
chronized process whereby, deep inside a bird's body, the shell 
of the forming egg is made from calcium stored shortly before
hand inside the hollow bones.9 The shell is painted with the 
specific identifying color and with dots, stripes, or shading. 
Many species can be recognized by these characteristic mark
ings of their eggs. 

The Amazing Mechanism for Wing-Lift in Birds 
Natural selection cannot help one find an explanation for the 

way a wing is lifted for the upbeat in bird flight. The muscle 
that operates this lift is not situated on top, but far below the 
wing. It fastens to the "keel" bone (sternum) -low, center, aft. 
How does a muscle below the wing serve to lift the wing? 

There is a tendon that leads upward from the muscle. It 
passes through a well-lubricated circular canal formed by the 
joining of three bones, one of which is the wishbone. The way 
the tendon traverses this opening reminds one of a pulley. At 
the top, the tendon attaches to the large humerus bone of the 
wing. The end of this bone is widened and rounded in such a 
way that the tendon obtains leverage and gives just the right 
twist to the entire wing for the uplift stroke. 

With this enchanting engineering arrangement, birds fly, and 
hummingbirds beat their wings up to fifty times per second. 

8 George Gamow, One, Two, Three .. . Infinity (New York: Viking Press, 
1 961 ) , p. 7. 

O T. G. Taylor, "How an Eggshell Is Made," Scientific American (March 1970), 
pp. 89-94. 
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It is interesting to remember this wing-lift mechanism while 
watching a bird in the air.10 It is fruitless to try to account for 
the origin of such adroit engineering without an extraordinarily 
ingenious Planner. (This tendon is the supracoracoideus tendon. 
The ·:epening through which it passes is the foramen triosseum.) 

The Brain, a Marvel Beyond Description 
Consider the brain. Even a lizard's brain is "so complex 

it defies detailed analysis," says Dr. Robert Doty of the Center 
for Brain Research, University of Rochester, New York.U But 
let Professor Doty tell us about the human brain and its nerve 
cells or neurons: 

Each neuron can be in communication with millions of 
others within a few thousandths of a second. 

The wonder of this vast neural network is further increased 
by the fact that each neuron is itself an organization of 
extraordinary complexity. Each is packed with ... some 6 
billion molecules of protein, 10 billion of fat, 600 billion of 
ribonucleic acid (RNA), and many other molecular substances, 
most of which are still unidentified. . . . Two-thirds of the 
weight of a neuron is made up of about 1,500 mitochondria, 
those microminiature factories in a cell that shuttle sugar 
through a maze of chemical reactions to yield energy. Each 
neural mitochondrion utilizes ten million atoms of oxygen 
per second; if oxygen is withheld from them for only ten 
seconds, neural functioning is so impaired that consciousness 
is lost.12 

The existence of rational thought, in our brains, defies all 
efforts to account for it without God. To believe that the human 
brain was not designed, but that it resulted from "irrational"
unplanned, random-causes is to take away any basis for trust
ing our reason at allY 

10 The author has traced this tendon in several species, including the crow, 
Stellar's jay, and the turkey. It is standard equipment for most present-day birds. 
In the turkey, two tendons pass through this opening, apparently being needed 
because of the greater weight and width of the wing, and consequent widening 
of the end of the bone, providing the essential control of wing attitude. 

There is no reasonable explanation of any evolutionary develop ment cf this 
and other flight equipment. Speaking of flight, William W. Ballard, Professor of 
Biology at Dartmouth College, wrote, "And the birds, having by quite unknown 
steps developed the ability to escape attack through the air, managed a p:mtllel 
adaptation to many terrestrial niches." (Ballard, Comparative Anatomy and Em
bryology, [New York: The Ronald Press Co. , 1964], p. 41 .) 

11 Robert W. Doty, "The Brain," 1970 Britannica Yearbook of Science and the 
Future, p. 36. 

12 Ibid. , pp. 36, 37. 
13 C. S. Lewis, Miracles, A Prelimioory Study ( New York: Macmillan Co., 

1947), p. 21. 
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Darwin's "Cold Shudders" 
Consider the eye. Darwin said the intricacies of the human 

eye gave him cold shudders.14 (They threatened his theory. ) 
Even today, evolutionists prefer to bypass the eye. Whenever 
one does dare to tackle it, he usually brazens it out for a few 
sentences sounding much more confident than his actual logic 
would allow. 

As we read, we are not conscious that innumerable pulses 
travel through the million nerve fibers from each eye. Professor 
Doty explains further: 

Nor is there any hint that our visual world is split precisely 
down the middle so that the right half of each eye projects 
exclusively to the left half of the brain, and the left to the 
right. Only after many relays and neural transformations are 
these two halves of the visual world finally put togetherP 

The corresponding halves of each eye, he explains, send im
pulses to sections of the lateral geniculate nuclei to which the 
optic nerves go. These sections of the brain then send their 
information to columns of the visual cortex, a computerlike area. 

If you're still with it: "These columns," he says, "send their 
analysis to appropriately related columns in the visual associ
ation cortex of the other side of the brain."10 So, at last, the 
two sides of the picture are put together again, after other 
relays and switchings which we have omitted. Thus, seeing 
depends upon this complex teamwork of the eye with the brain
a system developed by chance, no doubt. 

Thus far, only some of the simpler facts of the eye-brain 
complex have been described herein. The system is absolutely 
incredible. It is now common knowledge among biologists that 
in the computer-like section of the brain's visual cortex, "corti
cal neurons need exquisitely defined stimuli if they are to fire."17 
One such complex cell, for example, might respond or "fire" 
only for a stimulus consisting of an object with a straight edge, 
of a certain length, in a vertical position, moving to the left 
across a precise part of the visual field, at a certain speed! The 
neuron would not fire at its maximum rate for anything else. 

14 Quoted by Loren C. Eisely, in Mathematical Challenges to the Neo
Daru;inian Interpretation of Evolution, ed. Paul S. Moorhead and Martin M. 
Kaplan (Philadelphia: Wistar Institute Press, 1967) , p. 3. 

15 Doty, "The Brain," pp. 38, 39. 
16 Ibid., p. 43. 
17 John D. Pettigrew, "The Neurophysiology of Binocular Vision," Scientific 

American, Vol. 227, No.2 (August, 1972) , p. 87. 
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If the same object is tilted at an angle or moving in the opposite 
direction, the nerve cell would not give its characteristic re
sponse, but the job would have to be handled by another which 
can respond to it. 

It has also been found that certain such neurons are even 
more specific in that they distinguish relative motion.18 Some 
complex cells will not respond, that is, unless the stimulus 
object is moving while the background remains stationary with 
relation to it. 

The cells we've been describing are deep in the brain. Even 
before leaving the retina in the back of the eyeball, however, 
the electrical signal generated by light striking the rods and 
cones goes through sophisticated refinements as it passes through 
five layers of specialized retinal nerve cells which are common 
to all vertebrates. These are the receptor, horizontal, bipolar, 
amacrine, and ganglion cells. They perform a remarkably co
ordinated job which results, among other things, in making the 
eye exceedingly versatile under light intensities which may vary 
as much as a billionfold in brightness. 

Dr. Frank S. Werblin, of the University of California at 
Berkeley, described the problem the eye faces by having to 
operate under widely different lighting conditions. Detailing 
two possible ways to handle this, he says, "The retina actually 
performs operations that incorporate the best features of both 
of the foregoing solutions. As a result it is capable of signaling 
with high contrast sensitivity over a broad range of field in
tensities without sacrificing acuity."19 

Of the interactions of the five retinal nerve layers, he wrote, 
"One aim of the adjustments is to generate a high-contrast 
visual signal [regardless of what the light intensity happens to 
b ] »oo e . ... -

In photography, Werblin notes, there is low-contrast film, 
which has the advantage of being usable under a wide range 
of light conditions but the disadvantage of low-contrast sensi
tivity. High-contrast film, on the other hand, gives a good, sharp
ly contrasting image, but it is difficult to use and requires pre
cise camera adjustments for each narrow range of light in-

18 "Visual Receptive Fields Sensitive to Absolute and Relative Motion during 
Tracking," Science, Vol. 1 78 (December 8, 1972), pp. 1 1 06 ff. 

19 Frank S. Werblin, "The Control of Sensitivity in the Retina," Scientific 
American, Vol. 228 (January, 1 973), p. 71 . 

2o Ibid. , p. 76. 
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tensity. He then tells how the eye compares with modern 
cameras as a result of the modulation of the signal as it trav
erses the five layers of cells: 

Such a system outdoes any exposure-setting device on a 
camera. Imagine being able first to control for general illumi
nation in the visual field (through the exposure setting func
tion of the receptor cells) and then to fine-tune the exposure 
in local regions of the field as a specific function of the local 
intensity level! (italics added)21 

The plan of the eye is so intriguingly interesting that the 
reader may perhaps wish to check into it more fully. The ref
erences given in footnotes of this section will lead to a wealth 
of additional information. This one system, when considered 
in the light of probability theory, leaves the thoughtful person 
with all the research data he needs for an intelligent decision 
on whether evolution is possible. 

That we receive such distinct and varied sensations from 
different wavelengths of light, so that we see beautiful colors, 
is another wonder built in. 

So also the amazing coordination of brain and ear makes 
available the discriminating intoxication of pleasure which a 
person may possess in the enjoyment of stereo orchestral beauty. 
His pleasure is enhanced if he acknowledges with gratitude the 
One who made it possible. Why are our brains coded to in
terpret it with such splendor? 

Physical Properties of Elements and Compounds 
What artful stratagem makes the chemical elements differ 

in properties just by adding a few more of the same identical 
building blocks-protons, neutrons, and electrons? Take the inert 
gas, neon. Merely add one more proton, one electron, and a 
couple of neutrons and behold, there is the metal, sodium, that 
is so unstable and excitable that it "catches fire" in water! 

Combine this reactive element, sodium, with a yellowish 
green poisonous gas called chlorine, and the result: common 
table salt! Who can adequately explain these interesting physical 
qualities on the basis of mere chemistry and physics apart from 
intelligent design? It takes more than unplanned electron orbitals 
to account for the variety of crisp and exciting differences in 
properties which are so useful and enjoyable. 

21 Ibid., pp. 78, 79. 
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Picture a banana. Could chance, using chemistry and physics, 
engineer this homely but delightful fruit? Or, could chance pro
duce from the same brown soil, red strawberries, pink peaches, 
blue eggplants, green-striped watermelons, orange-colored or
anges, and purple elderberries? We can describe the chemical 
processes, of course, that produce some of these colors (e.g., 
changes in the acidity in the fruit, as with autumn leaves also). 
But is it not superficial to suppose so many things would turn 
out so perfectly without advance design, involving timing and 
chemicals, and even the planning of basic structure and orbitals 
of atomic particles which affect their "properties"? 

More Wonders in Molecular Biology 
The speed and accuracy of DNA replication are superior to 

that of a secretary who could type at the utterly fantastic speed 
of 6,000 words per minute constantly for a 40-hour week, aver
aging less than one incorrect stroke during the whole week!22 

Universal precision processes in the cell are described glow
ingly in Biology and the Future of Man. The authors, all emi
nent biologists, conclude that: " . . .  The metabolic machinery 
of the cell is a finely tuned, tightly synchronized orchestra built 
to function, in the main, without a conductor"23 unless one 
considers the hormone system as conductor. 

Evolutionists agree that the existence of universal procedures 
in living things must mean that such processes originated near 
the postulated start of life on earth before the branching into 
different types began. Is it not more logical to consider that the 
same Engineer decided to use the same efficient processes in 
a variety of "inventions"? 

R. G. LeTourneau, inventor of road-building machines, used 
the same kind of electric motors in individual wheels of his 
machines, from steering wheels to the giant wheels of jungle
clearing tree-crushers, because these electric motors suited the 
purpose well in any wheel. It is logical to assume the Creator 
would use similar standard parts in a variety of living organisms, 
with minor changes to fit the specific needs. 

It is hard on evolution when we discover that the eye of a 

22 Calculated in part from data by James Watson, Molecular Biology of the 
Gene, 2nd ed. (Menlo Park, Calif.: W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1970), speed: page 
528; accuracy unqer optimal conditions: page 297. 

23 Handler, ed., Biology and the Future of Man, p. 119. 
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frog is more complex than ours, 24 though quite similar in many 
ways, and that the nerve cells of a lizard are about the same 
as those in man. 25 

Cell membranes of intricate structure are basically similar 
in practically all living creatures, and are so thin that over 
three million could be stacked in a single column one inch 
high. They have the unique trait of "selective permeability," 
allowing some things to pass through and not others.26 This 
is still not completely understood, but it involves what is called 
"active transport," a process with active molecules in the mem
brane bringing in the proper substances, apparently by com
bining with them and then rotating in the membrane. 

Photosynthesis and Magnesium Atoms 
Consider the miracle of photosynthesis. Starting with the raw 

materials of mere water and carbon dioxide, plants build up 
molecules of sugar and starch. This occurs after light energy 
is absorbed in the chlorophyll molecule, which has a beautiful 
arrangement of over 130 atoms. In the very heart of it, sur
rounded by a quartet of nitrogen atoms, there dwells one lone
some magnesium atom. 

How does a plant know how to obtain a magnesium atom 
from the soil and build it precisely into position by "chelation" 
at the center of each and every chlorophyll molecule? 

At one point in the description of cell respiration and oxidative 
phosphorylation, the authors of Biology and the Future of Man 
state: "The strategy of what ensues is elegant in the extreme."27 

In cell respiration, the sugar molecules formed by photo
synthesis are used entirely for energy via the mitochondria. 
The cell ends up with products that are exactly the same as 
the raw materials with which the plant started when making 
the sugar molecule! The end products are just water and car
bon dioxide (plus energy stored in A TP molecules). Could 
this strikingly efficient recycling system have arisen without 
planned engineering? It is estimated that the entire supply 
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere ( 0.03 percent by volume) 
would be used up in twenty years at the present rate of photo-

21 Charles R. Michael, "Retinal Processing of Visual Images," Scientific Ameri
can (May, 1969), p. 1 14. 

2Ci Doty, "The Brain," p. 36. 
�u J. David Robertson, "The Mt·mbrane of the Living Cell," The Lidng Cell, 

ed. Donald Kennedy (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Co., 1965), pp. 45-52. 
27 Handler, ed., Biology and the Future of Man, p. 101. 
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synthetic activity.28 The cycle by which it is returned for re-use 
depends in large measure on countless trillions of one-celled 
creatures in soil and water which decompose organic matter, 
reducing it to the simple molecules from which the building 
process began. Consider the delicate balance necessary for such 
an equilibrium, vital to life on earth. 

The great difficulty in writing on this subject is choosing 
from the multitude of remarkable systems which exemplify a 
degree of intelligent design that is unmistakable to open-minded 
reason. These molecular processes invoke the highest of praise 
from a great many biologists: systems involving the simultane
ous turning off of one type of enzyme and the turning on of 
another in the liver under the stimulus of the emotion of fear 
in the organism, or the principle of self-assembly of component 
parts by their prefabrication such that they automatically fasten 
together in intricate and stable precision, or long chains of 
reactions in the vital metabolic pathways of all living cells. It is 
now thought, for one other example, that individual matching 
nerve cells find their specific partners by means of a complex 
carbohydrate coating/9 which may be unique for each such 
pair among the trillions in the organism. This would require 
vast numbers of such polymer molecules, each coating being 
different from all others except that of the nerve cell's one 
and only partner. How this is brought about is not yet fully 
understood. The words of a western song about natural wonders 
suggests a profound thought: "All this that we may see the 
mystery of His way."30 

Age-Old Questions 
What about the many difficult questions-disease, parasitism, 

aging-about which men have wondered through the centuries? 
There are no complete explanations in this present age.31 Much 
of this may be explained by the curse that came upon the world 
because of sin, as described in Genesis 3, and by the flood, 
which also came as a consequence of man's corruption. If the 

�8 Roger Y. Stanier, Michael Doudoroff, and Edward A. Aclelberg, The Mi
crohial World, 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 691. 

The ocean contains a larger supply of C02 in dissolved form, which serves to 
regulate the amount of co:! in the atmosphere, part of the balance of nature. 

:!D Handler, ed., Biology and the Future of Man, p. 103. 
30 "The Mystery of His Way," by Bob Nolan. 
31 An excellent book which gives clear answers to some of these problems is: 

C. S. Lewis, The Problem of Pain (New York: Macmillan Co., 1940, sixteenth 
printing, 1965) . 
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flood involved loss of a hypothetical canopy of water vapor 
in the stratosphere as mentioned earlier, this might have in
creased the incidence of ultraviolet rays reaching earth's sur
face. Consequently, an increase in mutations could be a partial 
cause of aging, which is thought by some scientists to involve 
cumulative "somatic" mutations (in body cells). 

Scriptures that mention Satan also hint at an explanation. 
He is called in the Bible the prince of this world, and the 
prince of the power of the air. In anthropomorphic terms, we 
may surmise that before he rebelled against God, he may possibly 
have been given some kind of contract putting him in charge 
of the earth, and that God must honor the contract as given 
till the end of the present age. At any rate, at that time, the 
Bible says, Satan will be banished. There is potential indirect 
benefit even from our burdens, however, as they furnish op
portunities for character education and spiritual growth. 

Life's diseases are tempered with mercy. Consider the heal
ing mechanisms of the body, including "antibodies," which are 
proteins known as immunoglobulins. Each of these specialized 
chemicals produced by the body has a variable section coded 
to "recognize" and lock on to one specific foreign invader and 
to neutralize it. This involves an interesting synchronized team
work between antibodies and eleven different proteins in the 
blood, which go by the unusual group name of complement. 

We earlier referred to the repair system for damaged DNA. 
When one strand is injured, special enzymes snip out the in
jured part; then the loose ends remaining are neatly trimmed, 
and new nucleotides are put in by base pairing. Another en
zyme thereupon connects these up and the double helix is as 
good as new!32 

Heaven will rid us of the deformities and losses which the 
human race has suffered through harmful mutations. Of course, 
we have to make it to heaven first through personal faith in 
the Son of God who suffered the direct insults of His creatures 
via the cross in order to make a way for us to get on good 
terms with a holy Creator against whom we have sinned. 

The Bear and the Boeing 7 47 
A Boeing 747 airliner flies over a forest where, far below, a 

3� Philip C. Hanawalt and Robert H. Haynes, "The Repair of DNA," Scientific 
American, Vol. 216 (February, 1967), pp. 36-43. Some of the details mentioned 
above are from other research since that article. 
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bear wanders through his native wilderness far from man. The 
bear has only dirt and rocks and plants and other animals for 
his use, along with air and water. The human beings in the 
plane miles above sit comfortably and listen to their choice 
of channels of news and music while they eat a variety of vari
colored foods. Even the pilot may relax somewhat, allowing the 
inertial guidance system to compute and direct the course 
of the plane inerrantly to its destination at a speed of hundreds 
of miles per hour. 

Man developed that plane with its electronic marvels from 
the same raw materials existing in the bear's habitat below in 
the forest: dirt and rocks (with their metallic ores), wood from 
the trees, just the nondescript materials of the wilderness
plus the human brain. 

Dare we consider this and withhold gratitude-gratitude for 
the mind of man and for raw materials from which we invent 
and construct our planes and skyscrapers and freeways and 
space ships, our television and automobiles? 

Consider how handicapped we would be if the universe had 
no such capacity as electromagnetic waves by which we may 
transmit the signals on which radio, radar, and other communi
cations ride. Suppose electrons would not How along a metal 
conductor, and we therefore could not have electric current. 

The human brain and the building blocks with which it is 
furnished both call forth appreciation for the thrill of existing 
and operating in a well-equipped universe where we are al
lowed to experiment and to "create" in cooperation with the 
Creator who told man to have dominion over the earth. 

It would seem that whoever designed DNA and the ear and 
the eye has concealed countless wonders, like veins of gold ore, 
for man to search out. This provides on a giant scale for adults 
the adventure and fascinating search which an Easter egg hunt 
provides for children. 

The engineering plan of the heart, the tongue, the semi
circular canals for balance, all are so intricate and efficient 
that science has studied for centuries to fathotn the wisdom 
built in so compactly. To study the arrangement of nerve fibers 
and muscles is to see evidence of wise planning. When one 
examines charts of lungs and blood vessels, it is like looking 
under the hood of a modern automobile, where careful plan
ning for the wise use of available space is evident. 
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To say that the simultaneous, coordinated reactions which 
take place in every living thing are the results of unplanned 
development-even with natural selection-is to believe "a sta
tistical monstrosity. " The wisest of human engineers could not 
improve upon the control system in the tail of a California 
gray squirrel which involves some twenty tiny bones connected 
by universal joints and moved by synchronized multiple ten
dons to the very tip.33 

When a mind becomes closed to truth by the blinding preju
dice of atheistic unbelief, that mind will attempt to take away 
from the Creator all appreciation. "They have refused to honor 
him as God, or to render him thanks" (Romans 1:21 NEB). To 
whom do materialists give the credit which is withheld from 
God? To no one! Just to blind chance, which is nothing, and 
natural selection, which is also nothing but a mindless process. 

"The Universe Is Friendly" 
Freeman J. Dyson, of the Institute of Advanced Studies, wrote 

in 1971: 

Nature has been kinder to us than we had any right to 
expect. As we look out into the universe and identify the 
many accidents of physics and astronomy that have worked 
together to our benefit, it almost seems as if the universe 
must in some sense have known that we were coming.:l4 

Professor Dyson goes on to assert: 
I believe the universe is friendly. I see no reason to sup

pose that the cosmic accidents that provided so abundantly 
for our welfare here on the earth . will not do the same for 
us wherever in the universe we choose to go . . . . I hope that 
with this article I may have persuaded a few people ... to 
look to the sky with hopeful eyes.36 

As may have occurred to the reader, this is a wonderful 
thought. It stops just short of the most logical step of all, to 
look to the sky not with hope that the "cosmic accidents " will 
be friendly, but in gratitude, trust, and obedience to the Person 
who logically must be back of these events that have provided 
for our welfare. 

33 Examined by the author in 1971 and 1972. 
34 Freeman J. Dyson, "Energy in the Universe," Scientific American, Vol. 224, 

(September, 1971), p. 59. 
35 Ibid. 
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The Blasphemy of Ingratitude 
When the Pharisees on Palm Sunday asked Jesus to stop the 

multitude from their spontaneous praise of the Son of God, 
He replied that, if they "keep silence, the stones will shout 
aloud" ( Luke 19:40 NEB). 

When we occasionally become aware of just how amazing 
is the wisdom built into this wonderful universe, we sense 
how awful a crime it is to withhold credit from such a De
signer, even if He had not come to rescue us of the human 
race from our sins. 

It is hard to imagine a greater insult than to say the song 
had no composer, the picture painted itself, the building came 
together without an architect or builder. A major sin of our 
time is ingratitude rmd we can only vaguely realize how heinous 
an evil it is. 

Signboards That Point Upward 
In the gospel of John, the apostle concluded by saying that 

the things he had written about Jesus were penned "that you 
may believe ... and that believing you may have life through 
his name" (John 20:31 Rsv). 

Perhaps the same God who inspired the writing of the Bible 
has sent us a parallel or prior message in nature-that we might 
look up and see His great power and seek the Savior as planned 
from the beginning. Thus, nature would encourage us to go 
to the Bible to learn more than it can tell us about the Creator 
and His plan to redeem us. 

His trademark may be discerned in the DNA of every living 
cell. The Artist's signature is on every sunset and is written in 
the constellations of the night sky. It is He that has made us 
and we properly are His by right of creation and redemption. 
We can be His in actual fact by choice to receive Him. This 
Creator has promised that "as many as received him, to them 
gave he power to become the sons of God" (John 1:12). 

Rather than stifling freedom as the evolutionist fears, the 
Creator has provided through His plan a way that we human 
beings can get in on the most wonderfully rewarding living 
that can be imagined, in personal liberty under chosen obedi
ence. This is possible on this earth now. Then there's the hope 
of heaven on beyond the dissolution and death that are presently 
the lot of earth's people. There we will perhaps have time to 
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renew the research and discovery that make science on earth 
exciting. 

He Made It for You 
Concerning the reason for the wonders built into this amaz

ing universe, perhaps that verse in the gospel of John might 
be paraphrased thus: "These are created that you may be
lieve in the Creator, and that you may search out how to find 
Him, by going to the Scriptures." 

Whatever other reasons God had for creation, there are so 
many things that are clearly adapted for our use and enjoyment 
that it is evident that He must have had His human creatures 
in mind in the planning, and gave them reasons to be aware 
of their Creator. 

The tiny wild rose that blooms on the mountain, 
Far from the haunts of civilized men, 
For you who will climb-its fragrance and beauty 
The Lord of Creation has fashioned for you! 

The deep-throated frog, the sharp splash of the beaver, 
The whippoorwill's loud trill, the cheery chickadee's high song, 
Big beartracks by the river where the rainbow trout is flashing
These all tell you God loves you, and to him you should belong! 

He made it for you, that life might be richer, 
That you might look up and share his great love, 
For he made your heart for himself, that you always 
Might never be lonely, and find heaven above.36 

From the facts of science and from the Bible, it is reasonable 
to conclude that God has made us for himself, and, as St. 
Augustine explained, we will never find lasting contentment 
until we find our proper relationship with him. Such fulfillment 
for a human being is possible through personal saving trust in 
his Son, whom he sent to redeem us from our sins. 

On that basis, an individual may arrive at an attitude of con
tinuing gratitude for the privilege of knowing the Creator per
sonally and living in his amazing creation. After a person has 
met the conditions of rightness with God and received for
giveness, it is possible to experience the fact that happiness 
is appreciating God. 

36 From a song which came to the author in Sequoia National Forest, 1959-60. 


